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A foreword
� Not a case study nor a science experiment

� The result of years of work by members of a large team 

of lecturers, faculty, teaching assistants and associates 

who are all thanked for their work over the years

� Many initiatives were started by staff members and 

completed by others



Facts and figures: yearly 

language totals 1995-2011



Facts and figures: average 

class size

From 23 annual sections to 44



Brown Foreign Language 

Enrollments



Student trends

� Brown has no language requirements except for 
International Studies

� Fewer students have French AP or SAT exams freshman 
year

� Most have no French at all (100 + per year)� Most have no French at all (100 + per year)

� Most drop French after reaching the minimal requirements 
for study abroad ( 600/ 1510) or requirements for a specific 
major

� 60 + per year study in France with Brown, 20 + study during 
the summer with independent programs in France, 10 + 
study in the US



Reactive teaching
Adapting the offer to the demand: 

� More sections at the beginners level (from 6/7 to 12/13 

per year) with about 20 students taking an accelerated 

track to skip 2 classes

� Conversation hours are added to every level (small 

groups led by upper-class or francophone students) 

except Beginners 1

� No advanced conversation courses



Adapting to the demand
� Better placement and tracking of students at the 

beginning of the semester and during registration

� Multiplication of “bridge courses” such as 1510 which 

comes in different flavors but keep the same structure 

and linguistic demands: and linguistic demands: 

-Translation workshop -Contemporary France

-Travel and Travelers -Myths in French History

-Intro to Film Analysis -Cross-Cultural Experiments



Content of Language Courses

course Books Films Conversation

100 Campus / Scoubidou Clips None

200 Campus

Petit Prince

Auberge Espagnole

Paris je t’aime

Le goût des autres

yes

300 Paroles Musée haut, Musée bas yes

Musée haut, Musée bas

Le petit Nicolas

Le petit Nicolas

Un air de famille

400 Pierre et Jean

Grammar method

2 films yes

500 Debout les morts

Monsieur Ibrahim

Retour au collège

Monsieur Ibrahim

Etre et avoir

Entre les murs

yes

600 La première gorgée de bière

L’élégance du hérisson +

Two other short novels

On connait la chanson

Le hérisson

yes



Staffing
� Flexibility and rotation:  no faculty stays at the same 

level but constantly change courses (every year/ 

semester)

� Team work: 70% of the literature faculty teaches 

language courses  (one or two per year)language courses  (one or two per year)

� Curriculum: coordinated by the Language Committee 

to ensure proper progression and avoid repeating 

materials

� Administration of language group:  Tasks are shared 

by all language teachers with a similar rotation scheme



Web components
� Course websites are designed with modules that can 

be added to, transformed or altered by faculty teaching 

the course

� Best practices are shared by all, knowledge is spread, 

experiment is encouragedexperiment is encouraged





Common Resources Outside of 

Course Websites

� Grammar exercises (ELFE) self-corrected on-line

� Writing software (Antidote) installed in all computer 
clusters as well as download server for upper-level 
courses

� Video Juke-Box of francophone music updated every 
semester

� Film collection in the library (2200+ titles)

� Comic book collection in the library (220 titles)

� Materials are accessible to non-Brown students











Events become teaching moments

The Providence French Film Festival (created in 1996 by 
Sylvie Toux) is now integrated in the curriculum at Sylvie Toux) is now integrated in the curriculum at 
every level: 

� Access to film trailers

� Transcription of film trailers

� On-line discussions in each level including beginners

� 10 days in Spring.  Over 2600 tickets sold









Study Abroad is the new 

capstone for students
� 60 plus students coming to France each year

� Only about 10-15 will major in French

� Students’ reaction to the language program are 

generally positive and shows good retention (with a few generally positive and shows good retention (with a few 

complaining that they have too much work in French 

compared to their other classes).

� The administration finally opened a new permanent 

teaching position in the language program


